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SESSION	FOUR—THE	UNEXPECTED—READINGS		
	

November Interval (Mary Switalski) 

https://newfound.org/archives/volume-7/issue-2/nonfiction-mary-switalski/ 

 

Have Time, Will Play: Five Easy Steps to Sketching Nature (Jolie Kaytes) 

https://wildculture.com/article/have-time-will-play-5-easy-steps-sketching-nature/1750 

 

The Third Annual Slime Crisis Conference (Michelle Nijhuis) 

https://wildculture.com/article/have-time-will-play-5-easy-steps-sketching-nature/1750 

 

City Girl at Sea: On Board with Cape Farewell (Yasmine Ostendorf) 

https://wildculture.com/article/city-girl-sea-%E2%80%93-board-cape-farewell/1267 

 

On Weather: Sirens (Caitlin McGill) 

https://entropymag.org/on-weather-sirens/ 

 

On Weather: Creeping Cedar (Amanda Kramer) 

https://entropymag.org/on-weather-creeping-cedar/ 

 

 

THE UNEXPECTED [surprising, unplanned, spontaneous, impulsive] 

 

What are the limits of creative nonfiction? At what point does an essay become fiction or poetry? Are the borders 
of the genres rigid or flexible? Can you move easily between them within a single essay to communicate the 
complexity of your experience? 

In this session, you will explore strategies for innovation in nonfiction writing. You will be reading and discussing 
experimental structures, hybrid forms, and nonstandard narrative perspectives, and using these as inspiration for 
your own writing. 
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One of the first things you may notice about this session’s readings is how their point of view and format strays 
from the expected. Some of these pieces will directly address the reader (employing the second person POV, using 
the word you); some will leave the first person (I/me) behind and sound more like fiction (third person: 
she/he/they); others will be written in the present tense, giving a sense of immediacy to the writing (this is 
happening now). 

While they all challenge our assumptions of HOW a personal story is told, they still accomplish the main hallmark 
of nonfiction—that is, to open a lens on the writer's reality; to allow the reader to stand in their world. 

A few inroads on each of the readings: 

"November Interval", by Mary Switalski. Take note of the form here. This essay is written as instructions. Consider 
how the essay manages to ground the reader in the writer's experience, and reflect on the effect this has on your 
connection to the writing. 

"On Weather: Creeping Cedar", by Amanda Kramer: flash nonfiction in the third person. An often-heard critique 
of nonfiction writing is that it relies too heavily on the "I," excluding readers from the work. This piece cleverly 
avoids that trap. 

"Have Time, Will Play: 5 Easy Steps to Sketching Nature", by Jolie Kaytes. An instructional essay that incorporates 
visual elements. As you read this, take note that you could use this as a prompt in and of itself. 

"The Third Annual Slime Crisis Conference", by Michelle Nijhuis. A reporting approach to the essay. 

"City Girl at Sea — On Board with Cape Farewell", by Yasmine Ostendorf. A travel essay in the form of a photo 
essay, juxtaposing real images with narration. 

"On Weather: Sirens", by Caitlin McGill. A fragmented personal essay written in the present tense. 

 

 

 


